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Background
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85% say they would 
consider adopting their 

next pet cat or dog

66% say adoption is 
their most likely option 
when getting a new pet

40% adopted their 
most recent pet cat or dog

While adoption is an option 
among many, it is not always 
their top option and it does not 
reflect their actual decision 
when getting their new pet.

Most people are very favorable toward adoption, and even cite it 
as their preferred option. The problem was that behavior wasn’t 

following interest/intent.

The biggest issue was converting those 
people interested in adoption into 

actual adopters.  

Source:  2014 Best Friends Brand Awareness Study



Background
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While there were several studies that touched on some of 
the high-level barriers, data wasn’t available to really 
understand them, their scale, or how to overcome them.

As a result, we partnered with the M&RR research firm to do 
a two-part research study on people who had purchased or 
adopted a pet dog or cat in the past year. The two purposes
of the study:

Ø Understand the pet acquisition process, existing 
barriers (real or perceived) to adoption

Ø Assess potential solutions to overcome those barriers 



Highlights at a glance
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Online 
important

Research 
Process

Pet 
Considerations

Acquisition 
Option 

Perceptions

Acquisition Option Experiences

Make 
Adoption 
Easy and 
Remove 

UncertaintyGood health, friendly/ 
compatible with animals 
and children, mild/calm 

temperament

Characteristics > breed 
(though breed and age 

still important to 
purchasers)

Positive 
perceptions of 
rescue groups 

and shelters, 
even among 

purchasers Start to experience problems here with 
adoption: paperwork, rejections, 

intrusive, overcrowded, uncertainty 
around pet background and health
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Research findings



Pet considerations
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Overall, characteristics outweigh breed. While breed is important to purchasers and 
dog owners, health, compatibility and temperament are the most important traits.



Rescue group and shelter perceptions
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Acquisition motivators
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Shelter death awareness
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Two-thirds of pet owners say the kill rate is higher than they thought it was. 
With this knowledge, both groups were more likely to adopt from a rescue 
group or shelter in the future.



Barriers begin to appear

Research begins both online and in person. 
Barriers here can include:

1. People can't find pet that they want 
o Not the right breed 
o Can’t find much info about adoptable pets 

in general
2. Hard to find pets near them

o Hard to tell what the pet looks like, behavior 
o No history on health, treatment, behavior 

problems, etc.
o Not enough detail to decide
o Vague or incomplete search parameters

RESULT: POTENTIAL ADOPTERS LOST



Contacting the shelter or rescue group

Person contacts shelter or rescue group (via phone or 
email). More barriers begin to appear. They include:

1. No response or slow response from shelter or rescue 
group

2. Data that potential adopter found was not up to date and 
the pet is no longer available

3. Shelter or rescue group won’t provide info on animal 
until application is submitted

4. Shelter or rescue group is not conveniently located
5. No background on pet or unknown history (could mean 

potential medical issues and unexpected costs)



Applying to adopt a pet
Person may fill out an adoption application, depending 
on the response from the shelter. For some shelters or 
rescue groups, this step may occur before the person 
contacts the shelter directly. This step can present 
even more barriers: 

1. Requirements are very strict and the application 
process is very lengthy

2. Shelter or rescue group is not conveniently located
3. Application rejected due to yard, hours worked, etc.
4. Adopter is made to wait for the pet (application, 

home check, etc.)

At any stage, the potential adopter may exit the adoption funnel and purchase 
an animal from a breeder, pet store or private seller. 

RESULT: POTENTIAL ADOPTERS LOST



Highest rated potential improvements
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A variety of potential solutions to overcome adoption barriers were presented to survey participants. 
The potential solutions were developed based on previous qualitative research, input from Best Friends 
staff, and solutions currently being considered.

Note: Top features were consistent across generations.



Online search features preferred
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Note: top features were consistent across generations!



Average rated potential improvements
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Below average potential improvements
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Potential improvements recap

Note: Top & bottom rated features were consistent across generations!

Ea se &  U n certa in ty

U n certa in ty

Ea se

Ea se

U n certa in ty

Ea se  &  U n certa in ty

The top 6 opportunities all address making adoption easier and removing uncertainty:



Key takeaways

• There is a significant gap between those interested in adopting a pet and 
those who do, creating an opportunity to increase adoptions.

• Online resources are an important tool when researching a new pet, but are 
often not current or don’t provide enough medical/behavioral information.

• Rescue groups and shelters have higher positive impressions and lower 
negative impressions than breeders and pet stores, even among purchasers. 
This doesn’t appear to be a barrier issue.

• While negative perceptions of rescue groups or shelters isn’t the primary 
challenge, many have a negative experience with the adoption process itself.
– Too much paperwork, lengthy application process, strict requirements
– High adoption fees 
– No response, lack of follow-up
– Overcrowded
– Not conveniently located
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Key takeaways, continued

• Overall, pet characteristics outweigh breed (even among purchasers, 
though purchasers are more concerned with breed than adopters).

• Traits pet owners are looking for include good health, friendly/compatible 
with other animals, compatible with children, mild/calm temperament. 
– For purchasers, puppy/kitten and specific breed are also important.
– For adopters, house-trained and spayed/neutered are also important.

• When evaluating opportunities to help eliminate adoption barriers, two 
key themes emerge: Make adoption easier and remove uncertainty.

1. Ability to spend time with animals in a private area at the facility
2. Standardized behavioral/medical checklist with key information
3. Ability to take pet home the same day
4. Ability to search database of pets for adoption with all of their information
5. Access to a veterinarian to discuss animal’s health
6. Trial adoption period
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Putting data to work

What is the Best Friends Network?

How we shared the study and data

Two partners who removed barriers

Resources to help you make changes



The Best Friends Network

More than 2,300 public  
and private shelters,  
rescue groups, spay/neuter 
organizations and other 
animal welfare groups 
across all 50 states

One common goal: to save the lives of homeless pets



Data delivery
Provided data and overview 
through email

Posted discussions in 
Facebook group

2017 Best Friends National 
Conference



Introduction to examples

Both groups chose to remove barriers and made 
it happen.

Try not to get lost in the details and make the 
examples apply exactly to your organization.

Keep an open mind: We can all make small 
changes that may have big impact.



Karma Cat + Zen Dog Rescue Society

East Brunswick, New Jersey
Rescue group without a government contract
Christie Arlotta, executive director
Partner since November 2010



The change

• Reduced application length from 2 pages to 1
• Removed irrelevant and intrusive questions
– If you go away for a few days, or on a vacation, 

who will take care of the cat?
– Does your job require extensive travel?

• Made language more conversational
• Continue to offer English and Spanish versions



Adoption application example

Previous

Current



Barriers removed

• Shorter adoption application
• Less intrusive process
• Have a conversation instead of checkboxes

Together, these reduce the chances of potential 
adopters exiting the adoption funnel.



Process

• Started at the beginning of August 2017

• Took less than a month to switch

• Gathered decision makers to go line by line

• Some items were removed, shifted or added
– Added “Best time to contact you” because of previous 

non-responses

• After initial editing, sent to other staff for final “gut check” 



Fears and feedback

Fear: Some initial internal hesitation around finding 
qualified adopters. 
– “No one is good enough.”

Feedback: The team realized that the transition 
makes sense. Several shared their thanks at the 
end of the process regarding how nice the staff is 
at answering questions. 
– It’s an overall better experience for the adopter. 
– Adopters only make one trip (most of the adoption 

process is done online prior to visit).



Advice from Christie

Change your application, but also change 
your attitude. It shouldn’t be this hard to 
adopt an animal. We need to change our 
attitude toward adoption. 

Emphasize that every animal and every 
adopter is different, case-by-case. 



Providence Animal Center

Media, Pennsylvania
Shelter without a government contract
Dayna Villa, director of operations
Partner since November 2010



The change

• Remove breed labels

• Focus on personality and 
physical characteristics



Barriers removed

• Removed breed labels
– Don’t need to harm an animal’s adoption potential   
– Let the adopter guess instead

• Focus on personality and characteristics*

• Same-day adoptions**
• Allow interaction with animals without having to 

complete an application**

*Characteristics outrank breed
**Highest rated potential improvements



Kennel card



Process

• Decided “We’re going to do it” in August 2017
• Systematic approach 
– Communicated to internal constituents the plan to 

remove breed labels and why
– Gave multiple presentations for about two months 

to ensure everyone was onboard with the decision 



Fears and feedback

Fears
– Purebreds 
– Renters
– Won’t the public think we’re trying to pass off pit-bull-

type dogs or feel like we’re lying? 

Feedback: Prepared for the worst and nothing 
happened. Not one downside. No fears came to 
fruition. 

– “You can label it or not label it. We don’t need to put 
things in people’s heads.”

– No returns because of breed



Advice from Dayna

Just try it. Try it for six months and see what 
happens. You’re going to see for yourself that 
nothing bad will happen.

Educate the community about what you’re 
doing and why. Get that buy-in. 
– If someone disagrees: Let them share their 

concerns and feel heard, but explain that 
you’re going to try it. 



Resources

bestfriends.org/resources

Pet Adoption: Barriers and Solutions

– A step-by-step overview with key takeaways from the adoption 

barriers study

Animal Welfare Coalition-Building Action Kit

– Create a standardized form with a “one-stop” application for adopters 

that can be accessed by multiple organizations

– Make it easier to adopt pets in your community, not only your location

Online adoption bios and photos

– How to Write Animal Bios to Get Your Adoptables into Homes

– Tips and Tricks for Shooting Video of Adoptable Animals

– One-sheets with photography tips

Sample adoption applications and kennel cards



Your challenge

Identify a barrier and try to remove it.
– Remember, nothing is permanent.

We’re here to help.
• If you aren’t a network partner, apply to join.
– network.bestfriends.org

• Already a network partner? Collaborate with 
others in the digital community and share 
your expertise.




